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About improvisation, about this album

Ever since I was a child, I loved improvising, without knowing it was called
improvising. Whenever my violin teacher would put some scores on my little music
stand, I thought it was a waste of time to read all of these notes. If he’d play a
melody for me, I would rather just copy him directly by ear. Or rather, invent my
own melody. I must have given such improvised recitals endlessly, with my stuffed
animals as my sole audience.
While at Secondary school, I discovered that improvising is actually not all that
common for classically-trained violinists. Competitions would never ask their
participants to dream up something themselves, which I thought was odd. The
further I progressed, the more it went without saying to me: a violinist plays music
composed by a composer. This composer is often already dead for a number of
years, and was a big genius in any case.
Yet still I kept improvising during my education. My harmony teacher at the Utrecht
Conservatory, Jaap Zwart (also featured on this very album), stimulated me as a
teenager to write my own cadenzas (solo parts in a concerto which, indeed, were
often improvised in the 18th and 19th centuries) for a Mozart concerto, and to adjoin
my own pieces of music in one of Bach’s. At the Royal College of Music in London,
where I continued my studies, I found out you could take improvisation classes as an
optional course. Needless to say, I enrolled.
Nevertheless, in all these years, I never heard any classical musician improvise on
stage. Ever so seldomly, I would encounter improvisations on the albums of some
freer spirits, but it remained playing a rather meager part. An introduction, an
intermezzo, a bridge between two pieces.
So why is that? We’ve become used to a sharp divide between performers and
creators. Someone who’s been endlessly perfecting their bowing technique, can
surely not compete with a composer who’s spent his whole life composing? It
wouldn’t hurt to understand that this divide is not just an artificial one, but also
relatively young. For composers who predate World War 2, it was actually quite
commonplace to wear several hats. Musicians we now adore as composers, were
perhaps rather seen as performers: think about Sergei Rachmaninoff or Franz
Liszt, or even Johann Sebastian Bach; someone who would play music in churches,
whether it being his own music or someone else’s.
Speaking of Bach: he improvised as well. Indeed, it’s very likely that the lion’s share
of his surviving pieces for organ, are simply examples for his sons and other students
(“See, this is how you do that.”). Ever still, organists are the exception to the rule.
Organists who play in services, are deemed to continue playing until the clergyman
would speak, or until everyone had left the church: oftentimes, they couldn’t do
anything but improvise. And why is it that we hardly have any music for organ by,
for example, Anton Bruckner, who was an organist himself? Someone who invents
something on the spot, doesn’t have to write anything down.
There’s a lot to be learned from this organ tradition. Performers aren’t afraid to
improvise, and during organ recitals, the improvisation is often regarded as a
climax. Fortunately, there are a lot of contemporary composers who value the art of
improvisation, and even make it a substantial part of their works. Yet still, completely
standalone, free improvisations are in rather short supply in our classical music
venues. That is a shame, because we forfeit such a vast amount of beauty.

Even more so: scientific studies show that improvised elements can increase the
audience’s involvement.
I remain positive, though. I think improvisation will take an ever-growing role in
music, and I see this in everyone around me, in the people I share the stage with. In
a time where anything that is already established is within reach (you think about
going to a concert, you check the program online and within a tap or two your
device plays the music to be performed), the element of surprise is definitely a
necessary one.
In the run up to this recording, I have studied the potential of free-form duo
improvisations for around three years. This was usually done from the comfort
of my own home with a set of microphones, or at Rembrandt Frerichs’ attic, but
sometimes also in a radio studio – sending the music directly into the ether. Ever
since, I’ve been looking for like-minded musicians. A remarkable music label
presented itself for this adventure, one whose key values are musical adventure
and the highest possible sound quality. In June 2019 we started recording.
So how does one do this improvising, actually? It’s very different for each of us, but
I think that most co-improvisers recognize this: to be able to improvise, you’d have
to bring yourself into a flow state. All possible troublesome thoughts must go to be
able to fully take in the atmosphere, the space, and most of all, the musicians. By
improvising, you train your ability to enter that flow state, something that’s even
beneficial when playing composed music. My ideal is that a composition sounds
as spontaneous as possible: my goal is to perform a piece that feels like something
new – as if I’m improvising. And conversely, an improvisation should sound as
logical as a composition.
When improvising, you take with you all your musical baggage; everything you’ve
ever heard or played in your life. But the space you’re in has its influence as well.
The improvisations in the Oude Sint-Victorkerk in Batenburg, a tiny and very cozy
church in a quiet town along the Maas river, have a character very distinct from
those recorded at the Orgelpark in Amsterdam, a larger church hall from 1918 with
vibrant colors and impressive organs on all four sides.
“Do you never even make an agreement about the key beforehand?”, is one of the
questions I regularly get asked whenever I talk about improvisations. No, a key is
never discussed beforehand. One person just starts playing, the other responds,
thus developing a musical piece. With all duos I recorded a series of finished
improvisations. With some of them, we would sometimes discuss the structure or
atmosphere of the improvisation that would follow, others would prefer creating
something out of nothingness. Funnily enough, the first take of the improvisation
session has often made the album. These are the takes where you really start from
zero, just the sound of the environment (in Batenburg, this meant the songs of the
birds outside of the church – no surprise we let ourselves be inspired by that). Later
takes are often a response to the previous ones; the tempo or character are in
contrast to a previous take, or a melody is reused.
I’m sure you’re aware that all these improvisations are named after animals. Here’s
why. When listening back to all the takes in an effort to choose which ones would
make it onto the album, I noticed more and more animal terms in my notebook.
Some takes reminded me of elephants, deep sea creatures, or my own bunny.
Animals act and react out of instinct and trust their intuition entirely.

In improvisation, you must also trust your intuition completely: it forms the basis
on which improvised music is created. Our intuition is often much undervalued
in today’s society, but even according to Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahneman,
intuition is the best counsellor, for example when faced with difficult decisions. This
album is, in some sense, an ode to intuition.
It’s not programmatic music: the music itself was there first. However, by naming
these pieces, because you do need names to tell one from another, they started to
live their own lives in a different way. To me, it’s already impossible to associate, for
example, the take we named after the monarch butterfly, with another animal. The
album became a zoo, one without chains or cages, a garden where every animal
can move about freely.
Finally, you may notice it didn’t stop at just one disc. When Brendon Heinst, recording
engineer and founder of the record label TRPTK, and I were selecting takes for the
album, we ended up with a logically concluding album. However, there were still
too many takes that were just as significant as the ones that made it. We grew fond
of these pieces, and didn’t want to keep them from you. We therefore named the
takes on this bonus disc after animals that are threatened to go extinct.
I wish you lots of joy listening to this album.
Merel Vercammen

Merel Vercammen

Violinist Merel Vercammen (1988) graduated cum laude from the Royal College
of Music in London. She received prizes at the London Grand Prize Virtuoso
Competition, the National Competition of the Foundation for Young Musical Talent
of the Netherlands, and the Princess Christina Concours. Her teachers included
Eeva Koskinen, Jan Repko, and Ilya Grubert. Merel has performed throughout the
world and played in renowned concert halls such as the Royal Concertgebouw in
Amsterdam, the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg, and Wigmore Hall in London.
As a solist, Merel has performed in violin concertos by Ludwig van Beethoven,
Johannes Brahms, and Otto Ketting, the last of whom conducted his own work. In
2017, she premiered a violin concerto by composer Mathilde Wantenaar, written
especially for her. In addition, she has developed an interactive performance about
music and the brain (The New Mozart Effect). Her debut album Symbiosis, recorded
with pianist Dina Ivanova for Gutman Records, featuring sonatas by Poldowski and
César Franck, received lavish reviews in the international press.
Merel plays a violin made by Italian violin maker Andrea Postacchini 1820, kindly
made available on loan to her by the Dutch Musical Instruments Foundation (NMF).
She loves rabbits and lives with a Holland lop bun, Darwin, who likes to nibble on
cardboard boxes while she practices scales.
www.merelvercammen.nl
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Maya Fridman

Cellist Maya Fridman (1989) is known for her passionate
performances with a unique mix of styles and genres.
Her recorded works focus on the development of
contemporary music for cello and voice. She loves to
travel, whether by plane to Russia where she was
born or by bike through the Ardennes. Maya is
musician-in-residence at the Gaudeamus festival
in Utrecht. In 2018 she was nominated for the
Grachtenfestival Prijs, and in 2019, Maya won
the coveted Dutch Classical Talent Award.

Bernadeta Astari

Bernadeta Astari (1988) was born in Jakarta and settled in
the Netherlands to become a most sought-after soprano.
In 2012, she won both Dutch Classical Talent and the youth
prize of the International Vocal Competition in
’s-Hertogenbosch. Nowadays, she focuses a lot on
music theatre and improvisation. She, by the way, is
also a master in cooking beef rendang.

Ties Mellema

Ties Mellema (1976) is one of a kind. He plays the saxophone
(baritone, mostly) and is comfortable in many genres. In 2010,
he won the prestigious Netherlands Music Prize and for fifteen
years, he was part of the Amstel Saxophone Quartet. He
performed as a soloist with the Simon Bolivár Youth Orchestra under
the baton of Gustavo Dudamel. Ties is a prolific photographer as
well; in 2015 he won the Amsterdam Fotogram Award.

Tobias Borsboom

Tobias Borsboom (1988), a former student of Jan Wijn, played George Gershwin’s
Piano Concerto in all of the major concert halls of the Netherlands (yes, all of
them) with the Netherlands Student Orchestra. Like many others on this
album, he won the prestigious Dutch Classical Talent Award. Also, he
was a prize winner at the competition of the Young Pianist
Foundation. He likes to perform for children as well.

Wilco Oomkes

Wilco Oomkes (1993) plays the accordion. Just prior to the recording sessions,
he finished his Master’s degree at the Royal Conservatory of The Hague
(cum laude of course). Wilco is an active player in the fields of world music,
music theatre and contemporary music. After our recording sessions,
he decided to get himself a cat.

Jaap Zwart

In the family of Jaap Zwart (1955), almost everyone plays the organ.
His grandfather Jan Zwart was a famous organist, and four of his sons
became organists as well. Jaap’s father, also a Jaap Zwart, gave him his
first music lessons. Our Jaap Zwart teaches music theory both in
Amsterdam and The Hague. He regularly gives concerts on the
finest instruments in the Netherlands. On this recording,
you can hear him play the 1922 Sauer-organ of the
Amsterdam Orgelpark. Splendid.

Vincent Houdijk

Vincent Houdijk (1981) is a jazz cat. He plays the vibraphone and
singing bowl (an inverted bowl played by striking or by rotating a mallet
around the outside rim). At the Young VIP Jazz Awards 2016 he got the
title of ‘the most promising jazz talent in the Netherlands’. He is the
leader of the band VinnieVibes that played the (quite huge) North Sea
Jazz Festival. He likes to meditate.

Rembrandt Frerichs

Rembrandt Frerichs (1977) grew up in Oud-Beijerland and studied
in New York. He became a world-renowned jazz pianist and
composer, who happens to be interested both in brand new
and historical pianos (on this recording, he plays on an
Érard from 1899). He performed on stages in Iran, in
Taiwan (in front of an audience of 50.000 people) and
in London (a double bill concert with Chick Corea).

About TRPTK

TRPTK proudly uses DPA microphones, KEF loudspeakers, Hegel amplification,
Merging Technologies AD/DA conversion, Furutech cabling and power
conditioning, and JCAT network equipment at their recording and mastering
facilities, carefully optimized by Acoustic Matters.
All recordings are done in DXD (352.8 kHz 32 bits) in immersive 5.1-channel
surround sound, and all masters are generated from the original DXD Studio
Master, without any dynamic compression or limiting of the signal. In both stereo
and surround sound, our aim is to truly create an immersive experience.

Recording DAta
recording dates
4, 6, 13, 18 & 20 June 2019

recording locations
Oude Sint-Victorkerk, Batenburg
Orgelpark, Amsterdam

Equipment
microphones
DPA d:dicate 4006A
DPA d:dicate 4015A

ad/da converters
Merging Technologies HAPI
monitoring
KEF Blade Two loudspeakers
Hegel H30 amplifiers
Meze Empyrean headphones
cabling
Furutech custom microphone cables
Furutech custom loudspeaker cables
Furutech LineFlux XLR
Furutech NanoFlux NCF
power conditioning
Furutech Daytona 303E
misc.
Furutech NCF Boosters
CAD Ground Control GC1
RTFS Acoustics
JCAT M12 Switch Gold
JCAT NET Card FEMTO
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